
English work 19th January 2021 

 

Write a recount of Little Mouse’s Book of Fears by Emily Gravett.  It will be a good idea to watch the 

video of her reading the book again and take notes, so you can remember the order of the fears that 

the mouse has.  You could stop the video to make notes of the big, long phobia words to help you to 

spell them! 

Remember to use time conjunctions (Year 3s) adverbs (Year 4s) to sequence and describe.  Year 4s 

remember your commas afterwards… 

Year 3s – You could use use – firstly, initially, to begin, at first, in the beginning, later, next, then, 

meanwhile, subsequently. 

Year 4s – You could use – anxiously, fearfully, reluctantly, hesitantly, slowly, quietly… 

Notes on Little Mouse’s Book of Fears… 

 

Things he’s scared of - loud noises, spiders, dogs, cats, being 

alone, being in the dark, knifes. 

Nibbles on pages 

Human was scared of mouse 

 

 



 

 

My recount of Little Mouse’s Book of Fears… 

 

Firstly i found out that Little mouse is scared of spiders, the word for being scared of spiders is arachnophobia. The 

second  fear i found was that little  mouse  was scared of entomophobia which is the fear of insects.Thirdly  The 

Little mouse is scared of monsters underneath the bed  called tear phobia.The Little mouse is scared of alot of 

things including going to bed and the fear of going to bed is called clinophobia. Next, The little mouse gets 

frightened  near sharp knives this is because of the lady on the farm, who had been chopping off mice tails .The 

little mouse is even scared of bathing the word for the fear of bathing is called ablutophobia. The little mouse is 

scared of more things than a puppy he’s also scared of water which is called hydrophobia. The little mouse is also 

worried about having accidents because the toilet seat is too high so he can’t  get up to it, this fear is called 

dystychipobia. The mouse has so many fears so I am going to list the rest for you to see. 

Dirt 

Loud noises 

Clocks 

Solitud 

Getting lost 

Heights 

Birds 

Being eaten 

Dogs 

Cats 

Everything 

Shadows 

Mice 

On the final page a human is scared of the mouse! 

My recount of Little Mouse’s Book of Fears by Harley Parker Year 3 

Firstly I found out that Little Mouse is scared of spiders, the word for being scared of spiders is arachnophobia. The 

second  fear i found was that little  mouse  was scared of entomophobia which is the fear of insects. Thirdly  The 

Little mouse is scared of monsters underneath the bed  called tear phobia.The Little mouse is scared of a lot of 

things including going to bed and the fear of going to bed is called clinophobia. Next, The little mouse gets 

frightened  near sharp knives this is because of the lady on the farm, who had been chopping off mice tails .The 

little mouse is even scared of bathing the word for the fear of bathing is called ablutophobia. The little mouse is 

scared of more things than a puppy he’s also scared of water which is called hydrophobia. The little mouse is also 

worried about having accidents because the toilet seat is too high so he can’t  get up to it, this fear is called 

dystychipobia. The mouse has so many fears so I am going to list the rest for you to see. 

Dirt 

Loud noises 

Clocks 

Solitud 

Getting lost 

Heights 

Birds 

Being eaten 

Dogs 

Cats 

Everything 

Shadows 

Mice 

On the final page a human is scared of the mouse! 

 



  

 

 

 

 


